CHEVRON
16х100х600мм

CHEVRON
16х120х670мм

CHEVRON
16х140х720мм

HERRINGBONE

HERRINGBONE

HERRINGBONE

HERRINGBONE

16х80х500мм

16х100х600мм

16х100х800мм

14х120х800мм
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Engineered Herringbone Parquet Prices (Factory Prefinished To Any Colour From Our Catalogue)

Herringbone Specs.

Rustic

Natural

Select

Prime

16mm/80mm/500mm

£70

£74

£78

£86

16mm/100mm/600mm

£72

£76

£80

£88

16mm/100mm/800mm

£72

£76

£80

£88

16mm/120mm/800mm

£74

£78

£82

£90

Unfinished Oak Herringbone Parquet Price - minus £10

Engineered Chevron Parquet Prices (Factory Prefinished To Any Colour From Our Catalogue)
Chevron Specs.

Rustic

Natural

Select

Prime

16mm/100mm/600mm

£74

£76

£82

£88

16mm/120mm/670mm

£76

£78

£84

£92

16mm/140mm/720mm

£76

£80

£86

£96

Unfinished Oak Chevron Parquet Price - minus £10
These are the prices for our most popular Engineered Wood Herringbone and Chevron parquet. For bespoke projects please drop us an email to sales@ubwood.co.uk!
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Grades Explained

Rustic

Natural

Select

Prime

Rustic wood floor grade characterised by
more picturesque pattern of wood, without
restrictions on colour variations. Sound
knots quantity not restricted. Repaired
knots up to 70 mm and permitted sapwood
enhance the natural appearance of floor.
Cracks up to 5 mm in width and 1/3 in
length of board, filled with special filler or
polyamide allowed.

Classic Wood Floor grade characterized by
more vigorous palette in colour, sound or
repaired knots up to 40 mm and permitted
heartwood which enhances the natural
appearance of this classic exclusive floor.
The fallen out knots are repaired by gluing
in real wood knots to re-create natural looks
of wood. Especially in thermo treated
floorboards variation in color enhance the
beautiful appearance.

Select Grade wood flooring high grade
which displays a more uniform colour and
variation in shade. It still exhibits small areas
of character which enhance the natural
appearance of your exclusive wood floor.
Oak Planks are mostly free from knots with
max. diameter 8 mm, isolated small sound
knots and slight stress cracks are possible
but filled with matching color filler.

Premium Grade Oak Flooring - Our most
uniform and perfect oak grade, natural
colour variation, no knots and no sapwoods.
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